Semantically Congruent Sounds Facilitate the Decoding of Degraded Images.
Semantically congruent sounds can facilitate perception of visual objects in the human brain. However, the manner in which semantically congruent sounds affect cognitive processing for degraded visual stimuli remains unclear. We presented participants with naturalistic degraded images and semantically congruent sounds from different conceptual categories in three modalities: degraded visual only, auditory only, and auditory and degraded visual. Functional magnetic resonance imaging was performed to assess variations in brain-activation spatial patterns. In order to account for the facilitation of auditory modulation at different levels, four conceptual categories of stimuli were divided into coarse and fine groups. Conjunction analysis and multivariate pattern analysis were used to investigate integrative properties. Superadditive interactions were found in the visual association cortex and subadditive interactions were observed in the superior temporal sulcus/superior temporal gyrus (STS/STG). Our results demonstrate that the visual association cortex and STS/STG are involved in the integration of auditory and degraded visual information. In addition, the pattern classification results imply that semantically congruent sounds may facilitate identification of degraded images in both coarse and fine groups. Importantly, when naturalistic visual stimuli were further subdivided, facilitation through auditory modulation exhibited category selectivity.